1. Introduction {#SEC1}
===============

As a collection of genetic information, genomes are thought to be sequence redundant.[@dsw035-B1] Since the first genome sequence was reported in bacteria,[@dsw035-B2] experimental and theoretical studies[@dsw035-B3] have attempted to determine the minimal sets of genes essential for cellular life and to define what constitutes a minimal genome.[@dsw035-B9] A number of sound experiments have succeeded in constructing *Escherichia coli* libraries either of knockout strains, by deleting particular functional genes,[@dsw035-B10]^,^[@dsw035-B11] or of a variety of genome sizes, by removing the non-essential genomic sequences.[@dsw035-B12] Recently, thought-provoking experiments involving synthetic genomes harbouring the smallest gene sets and exhibiting high replication efficiency[@dsw035-B8]^,^[@dsw035-B15] have further demonstrated that native genomic sequences are redundant in terms of the capacity for life. As a consequence, genetically engineered genomes lacking dispensable sequences are commonly used in both basic science and applied research.[@dsw035-B16]^,^[@dsw035-B17]

Reduced genomes have both advantages and disadvantages regarding cellular functions,[@dsw035-B18] although few studies have commented on whether the deleted dispensable genomic sequences contribute to biological fitness. Intensive studies have shown that reduced genomes increase productivity in generating gene products,[@dsw035-B19] which is a major advantage in various applications, and reduce the capacity to take up foreign DNA^22^ as well as mutability,[@dsw035-B23]^,^[@dsw035-B24] which are likely to be disadvantageous to evolving living organisms. These results imply that the deletion of the "junk" regions of the genome increases the efficiency of biological processes but decreases cellular plasticity in living organisms.[@dsw035-B22] Bioinformatic analysis has successfully linked the genome size to growth conditions.[@dsw035-B25] However, insight into the relation between genome size and growth fitness is lacking. Although genome reduction has been found not to affect the capacity for growth,[@dsw035-B12]^,^[@dsw035-B26] experimental and theoretical studies of the global effects of genome reduction on cellular life are required.

Considering the reduced genomes as growing systems, the accumulated deletion of dispensable genomic sequences is assumed to be associated with growth rate, a common global parameter that represents the overall activity (output of the genomic and metabolic reactions) of a living cell. Such a global effect of bacterial growth has been demonstrated by the correlation between transcriptome and growth fitness[@dsw035-B27]^,^[@dsw035-B28] in both adaptation[@dsw035-B29]^,^[@dsw035-B30] and evolution.[@dsw035-B31] However, studies constructing reduced genomes have reported diverse evidence regarding growth. Rough measurements of a series of reduced genomes (constructed from W3110) have not indicated any significant differences in the growth rate on the basis of optical density (OD),[@dsw035-B14] whereas a closely related study has reported increased cell division time in another reduced genome library (constructed from MG1655)[@dsw035-B32]. In addition, the well-known "clean" genome (MDS42)[@dsw035-B12] has a growth rate comparable to that of its parent wild type genome (MG1655) in minimal medium,[@dsw035-B22]^,^[@dsw035-B33] and no general trend has been observed between genome size and growth in rich medium.[@dsw035-B26] Whether and how the genome reduction links to the bacterial growth is still in argument, due to the different thinking on growth cost and/or genome evolution. Thus, the biological impact of genome reduction remains to be determined under different conditions in varied point views. Considering these various findings and assumptions, we sought to quantitatively evaluate the relation between cumulatively reduced genomic sequences and the changes in growth under nutritional variation.

In the present study, we addressed the question of whether and how the cumulative deletion of dispensable genomic sequences contributes to the population growth of *E. coli* in varied conditions. We used a previously constructed *E. coli* library comprising a series of genomes that were reduced in a stepwise manner,[@dsw035-B14] and easy access to their genetic backgrounds was crucial for the analysis. Evaluation of the contribution of genomic sequences dispensable for bacterial growth was achieved through comprehensive growth assays of these *E. coli* strains. The results offer a perspective opinion of the relationship between genome size and growth fitness as a growth mode that is potentially involved in genome evolution and is applicable to genome engineering.

2. Materials and methods {#SEC2}
========================

2.1 Strains and media {#SEC2.1}
---------------------

A total of 28 *E. coli* strains with reduced genomes (KHK collection) and the wild type genome W3110 were obtained from the National BioResource Project, National Institute of Genetics, Shizuoka, Japan. The strains, which were initially cultured and stored in complete LB medium (Miller), were inoculated into M63 minimal medium and re-cultured until the optical density (OD~600~) reached 0.01∼0.1, representing the exponential growth phase. The cell culture was subsequently stored in 20 tubes in small aliquots (100 μl per tube) for future use. *Escherichia coli* culture stocks (newly prepared single tubes) were used once, and the remainder was discarded. The compositions of the three different media, the complete medium (LB), the minimal medium (M63), and the minimal medium supplemented with 20 amino acids (MAA), used in the present study were described previously.[@dsw035-B34]

2.2 Acquisition of growth curves {#SEC2.2}
--------------------------------

The *E. coli* culture stocks were completely dissolved and diluted 10- to 100-fold with fresh media in a test tube. Three types of media, LB, MAA, and M63, were used, which represent the rich, supplementary, and poor growth conditions, respectively. The diluted cell mixtures of multiple dilution rates were subsequently loaded into a 96-well plate (Costar) in three to six wells per dilution rate per strain, with 200 μl of diluted cell mixture applied in each well. The 96-well plate was incubated in a plate reader (Epoch2, BioTek) with a rotation rate of 600 rpm at 37 °C. Cell growth was detected at an absorbance of 600 nm, with readings obtained at 30-min or 1-h intervals for 24 to 48 h. The growth curves were obtained for each well ([Supplementary Fig. S2A](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). Repeated tests were performed, which resulted in 11 to 30 growth curves used for further calculations of growth rate and population density for each strain at each growth condition (medium). Growth curves were acquired in three different media: LB, M63 and MAA.

2.3 Calculation of exponential growth rate and saturated population density {#SEC2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

The growth rate (*μ*) during exponential phase and population density during stationary phase was evaluated according to the growth curves. The growth rates were calculated from every two continuous reading points in a growth curve, according to the following equation ([Equation 1](#E1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). $$\mu = LN(\frac{C_{j}}{C_{i}})/(t_{j} - t_{i})$$

Here, *C~i~* and *C~j~* represent the two reads of OD~600~ values at two continuous time points of *t~j~* and *t~i~*, which were at intervals of either 0.5 or 1 (h) in the present study. Every four to five continuous growth rates (*μ*) that exhibited the largest mean and the smallest standard deviation was averaged and taken to be the exponential growth rate of this growth curve ([Supplementary Fig. S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). The mean of the exponential growth rates resulting from 11 to 30 replicated growth curves was determined as the exponential growth rate (*r*) of the corresponding strain and used for the correlation analyses ([Supplementary Fig. S3A](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). The population density was calculated directly from the growth curve by averaging five continuous reads at OD~600~ that exhibited the largest means ([Supplementary Fig. S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). Similarly, the mean of the population densities that result from 11 to 30 replicated growth curves was determined as the saturated population density (*K*) of the corresponding strain and used for the correlation analyses ([Supplementary Fig. S3B](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)).

2.4 Measurements of cell concentration and size {#SEC2.4}
-----------------------------------------------

The *E. coli* culture stocks were inoculated in 3 ml of M63 minimal medium at a 100-fold dilution and were cultured in a bioshaker (Taitec) with a rotation rate of 200 rpm at 37 °C. Each cell culture was temporally sampled for size measurement from the late exponential to stationary phases. The cell size (diameter) and the corresponding cell concentration were measured using a cell counter (Multisizer™ 4 coulter counter, Beckman) equipped with a 20-μm aperture. Every 50 μl of cell culture, a 5- to 10-fold dilution, if required, was mixed with 10 ml of COULTER ISOTON II DILUENT (Beckman) in a 25-ml disposable vial (Accuvette ST, Beckman) for measurement. The distribution of cell sizes, including the mean, medium and standard deviation of the distribution, were acquired automatically at each measurement (30,000∼100,000 cells). Repeated experiments (from cell culture to size measurement) were performed for each strain. The average of multiple values of the measured medium was taken to be the representative cell size of the cell population. The stationary cell sizes were determined as the cell size acquired at concentrations \>1 × 10^9^ cells/ml, individually. Six to eight measurements during stationary phase were obtained for each strain, and the average of these measurements was applied to the analysis.

2.5 Evaluation of growth dynamics {#SEC2.5}
---------------------------------

A total of 1,060 growth curves were rescaled to be comparable ([Supplementary Fig. S5](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). For all growth curves, the intervals between the start of growth over the measurement under-limit and the time required to achieve the maximum OD~600~ value were standardized to a value ranging from 0 to 100. The start of the growth phase was defined as the time when the increase of OD~600~ was observed in five consecutive reading points. In addition, OD~600~ values were also standardized to a value ranging from 0 to 1, by dividing each value on a curve by individual maximum OD~600~ value. The rescaled growth rates were calculated by taking differences between consecutive two reading points on rescaled growth curves, and the timing of the maximal growth rate was regarded as the standardized timing of the maximal growth rate. This value indicates when the cells most grew most efficiently, and comparing distributions of the values between strains provides insights into the differences in growth characteristics.

2.6 Multiple linear regression analysis {#SEC2.6}
---------------------------------------

The data set comprising the growth rate, the length of accumulated deletions, the population size, the angle from *ori* to *dif*, and the growth medium was subjected to multiple linear regression analysis. In this data set, only the growth media (*M*) was a categorical variable (i.e. LB, MAA and M63) and was included in the multiple regression model by dummy coding. Thus, an artificial variable, as a dummy variable (or indicator variable), was created to represent the variation of *M* (= LB, MAA or M63) and was introduced to the multiple regression analysis. To increase the regression efficiency, regression variable selection was performed on the basis of AIC (Akaike Information Criteria),[@dsw035-B35] which evaluated the relative quality of regression models for the data set.[@dsw035-B36] Computational analyses were performed with R,[@dsw035-B37] and a 3D-plot was created by using the car package.[@dsw035-B38]

2.7 Organization and graphics of reduced genomes {#SEC2.7}
------------------------------------------------

Information on the deleted genomic sequences (genomic position and deletion ID) was obtained from the website <http://shigen.nig.ac.jp/ecoli/strain/>, which distributed the *E. coli* strains (KHK collection). The accumulated length of deleted genomic sequences was calculated. The numbers of deleted genes and the corresponding gene categories,[@dsw035-B39] which is the only gene function classification that covering the complete gene set across the whole *E. coli* genome ([Supplementary Table S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1), 100% assigned function), were determined ([Supplementary Table S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)) and subjected to the correlation analysis, as previously described.[@dsw035-B30] Graphical representations of the reduced genomes were created using the BRIG (BLAST Ring Image Generator) tool.[@dsw035-B40]

3. Results and discussion {#SEC3}
=========================

3.1 Reduced genomes: a stepwise loss of dispensable genomic sequences {#SEC3.1}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

An assortment of *E. coli* strains with reduced genomes was used to evaluate the contribution of dispensable genomic sequences to cell growth. A total of 29 *E. coli* strains, assigned as No. 0 for the wild type genome W3110 and Nos. 1 to 28 for the reduced genomes constructed in a stepwise manner from W3110,[@dsw035-B14] were investigated. Note that the reduction of genome size was in a complete cumulative mode, i.e. the strain No. 2 maintained the deletion in No. 1, and No. 3 remained the deletions in No. 2, and so on, as illustrated ([Fig. 1](#dsw035-F1){ref-type="fig"}A). According to the patterns of multiple deletions that occurred in the reduced genomes, the length of multiple deletions accumulated in each genome was calculated. The results revealed a gradual increase in the length of deleted genomic sequences from ∼48 to 982 kb ([Fig. 1](#dsw035-F1){ref-type="fig"}B). In addition, the genes located in the deleted regions were clustered according to the gene categories (summarized in [Supplementary Table S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)) and subjected to enrichment analysis to identify the significant loss of gene function in each strain (reduced genomes), as previously reported.[@dsw035-B29]^,^[@dsw035-B30]^,^[@dsw035-B31] Bimodal tests revealed that the deleted genomic sequences were most significantly enriched in the gene category of phage/IS-related function (h) ([Supplementary Fig. S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)), thus verifying that the deleted sequences were mostly non-essential. Note that all deleted genes are designated as the accessory genes in the present study, to avoid the debated definitions of essential and non-essential. Whether and how the dispensable genomic sequences contribute to cell growth in both poor and rich conditions were subsequently investigated. Figure 1Reduced genomes. (A) Genomes of a total 29 *E. coli* strains. The inner bold lined ring indicates the wild type genome W3110, and black bands on the ring indicate the areas to be deleted. These deletions are also indicated by the deletion ID numbers (D1-D49) at the outside of rings. The truncated grey rings represent the reduced genomes of Nos. 1 to 28 from inside to outside, respectively. The replication initiation and termination sites are indicated by "Ori" and "Dif". (B) Accumulated length of deleted sequences. The sum of the deleted genomic length in the strains of reduced genomes (Nos. 1-28) was calculated.

3.2 Accumulated deletions caused correlated changes in population growth {#SEC3.2}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

A negative correlation between population growth and the accumulated deletions was the most salient finding in the present study. Repeated measurements of the *E. coli* strains that were grown under three different nutritional conditions, resulted in 1,060 independent growth curves. The growth rates during exponential phase and the saturated cell densities during stationary phase were manually calculated for each growth curve ([Supplementary Fig. S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). A data set of the exponential growth rates and saturated cell densities associated with reduced genomes was acquired ([Supplementary Fig. S3](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). Statistical tests indicated a highly significant correlation (*P*\< 0.001) between the exponential growth rate and the length of cumulatively deleted genomic sequences in all three nutritional conditions ([Fig. 2](#dsw035-F2){ref-type="fig"}A). Genome reduction-induced growth decreases were clearly detected. In addition, the mode of growth decrease was nutritional dependent. In comparison to a continuous gradual decrease in the poor condition (M63), a stepwise decrease in the rich condition (LB) was detected, close to the finding reported recently.[@dsw035-B26] The variation in mode of growth decrease reflected the degree of requirement of dispensable genomic sequences for efficient growth. Figure 2Accumulated deletion-dependent changes in population growth. (A) Correlated changes in growth rate. The calculated exponential growth rates are plotted against the length of accumulated deletions. (B) Correlated changes in saturated cell density. The calculated maximal OD~600~ values are plotted against the length of accumulated deletions. Standard errors (*N* = 11∼30), growth media, correlation coefficients and *P* values are indicated. M63, MAA and LB indicate the growth media. (C) Nutritional dependent changes in population growth. The left and right panels represent the normalized decease in growth rate and the normalized decease in saturated cell density, respectively. Red, green and blue represent the growth in LB, MAA and M63, respectively.

A correlation was also observed between the saturated cell density and accumulated deletions (*P*\< 0.05); namely, an increase in deleted length was correlated with a decrease in cell density ([Fig. 2](#dsw035-F2){ref-type="fig"}B). The reduced cell density appeared to be attributed to the reduced number of cells; however, the loss of dispensable genomic sequences influenced the cell size at the saturated concentration ([Fig. 3](#dsw035-F3){ref-type="fig"}). Because the cell density was evaluated through OD measurements, the number or the size of the cells could contribute to the changes in turbidity. Measurement of the saturated culture in M63, in which the most significant decrease in turbidity was observed, revealed that the cumulative deletions triggered the decrease in cell concentration ([Fig. 3](#dsw035-F3){ref-type="fig"}B) and the increase in cell size ([Fig. 3](#dsw035-F3){ref-type="fig"}C) at the saturated phase. Nevertheless, a positive correlation between the cell density evaluated by optical measurement and the cell concentration according to the numbers (particles) of cells ([Fig. 3](#dsw035-F3){ref-type="fig"}A) confirmed the association "between accumulative genomic deletion and population decrease. Figure 3Changes in cell concentration and cell size. (A) Correlation between cell concentration and cell density. The saturated cell density calculated from optical measurement is plotted against the saturated cell concentration as measured by cell counter. (B) Correlations with changes in cell concentration. The saturated cell concentration is plotted against the length of accumulated deletions. (C) Correlations with changes in cell size. The mean cell size of the saturated population is plotted against the length of accumulated deletions. The cell size is represented by the diameter of the cell particle. Standard errors, correlation coefficients and statistical significance are indicated.

Together, our findings indicated that longer accumulative lengths of deleted dispensable genomic sequences not only led to the decrease in growth fitness during exponential phase but also decreased the final population size during stationary phase. Although the dispensable genomic sequences were non-essential for life, the length-dependent changes illustrated the slight but significant contribution of the accumulated loss of these sequences to bacterial growth.

3.3 The degree of change in population growth was nutritional dependent {#SEC3.3}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

A quantitative association between the accumulated length of multiple deletions and bacterial growth was constructed. Normalization of both the exponential growth rate and the saturated cell density indicated gradual changes in the magnitude of the decrease ([Fig. 2](#dsw035-F2){ref-type="fig"}C). Here, the exponential growth rate and the saturated cell density of the wild type genome (Strain No. 0) were considered as one unit. Linear regression was simply applied to fit the following equations ([Equations 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}). $$r = 1 - \alpha L_{d}$$ $$K = 1 - \beta L_{d}$$

Here, *L~d~*, *r* and *K* represent the length of the accumulated deletions (kb), the normalized growth rate and the cell density, respectively. The constants α and β indicate the magnitudes of the decrease in population growth in relation to the length of multiple deletions. In three different media, the slopes of α~M63~, α~MAA~ and α~LB~ were 5e-4, 1e-4 and 9e-5 per kb, respectively ([Fig. 2](#dsw035-F2){ref-type="fig"}C, left). The slopes of β~M63~, β~MAA~ and β~LB~ were 2e-4, 1e-4 and 7e-5 per kb, respectively ([Fig. 2](#dsw035-F2){ref-type="fig"}C, right). Thus, every 1-kb deletion would cause a 0.05%, 0.01%, and 0.009% fitness decrease and a 0.02%, 0.01%, and 0.007% population reduction in the conditions of M63, MAA, and LB, respectively. Both α and β exhibited gradual changes in the order of the richness of growth media, thus indicating that the extent of the length-dependent changes in population growth was nutritional dependent. The deleted genomic sequences affected both the growth fitness (*r*) and the environmental capacity (*K*), and this effect was more substantial in poor environments.

Combining the two equations ([Equations 2](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [3](#E3){ref-type="disp-formula"}) resulted in the following equation ([Equation 4](#E4){ref-type="disp-formula"}), and further transformation made the coordinated relationship between *r* and *K* clearer ([Equation 5](#E5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). $$K = 1 - \frac{\beta}{\alpha}(1 - r)$$ $$K = C_{M} + k_{M}r$$

Here, *C~M~* and *k~M~* represent the medium-dependent population capacity and correlation, respectively. Although a positive correlation between population size and growth fitness could be estimated (*k~M~*\> 0), significant correlations were identified in the conditions of M63 and LB (*P*\< 0.01) but not MAA ([Supplementary Fig. S4](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). It might because of the relatively low significance in the correlation between the saturated cell density and genome reduction in MAA ([Fig. 2](#dsw035-F2){ref-type="fig"}B). The results suggest that the nutritionally differentiated bias in the relationships among growth parameters is likely to be related to genomic deletions.

3.4 Accumulated deletions also caused correlated changes in growth dynamics {#SEC3.4}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In addition to the speed (*r*) and the maximum (*K*) of population growth, the patterns of growth dynamics were also observed in correlated changes ([Fig. 4](#dsw035-F4){ref-type="fig"}) evaluated by rescaling the growth curves ([Supplementary Fig. S5](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). The saturated cell density was rescaled in a common unit such that it had an increased effect on the low *K* and *r* in the reduced genomes. If the growth dynamics was similar, the rescaling would lead to the overlapped growth curves of all strains despite the variation in the raw growth curves ([Supplementary Fig. S5](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). That is, the time required to achieve the maximal growth rate (*τ*), which was considered a representative parameter of growth dynamics, should be equivalent. However, the analysis resulted in high variation in the timing and the negative correlations between the averaged timing (*τ*) and the deleted length (*L~d~*) in all three media (*P*\< 0.005) ([Fig. 4](#dsw035-F4){ref-type="fig"}). The accumulative deletion caused the changes in growth patterns; i.e. the time from the growth initiation to the highest growth efficiency was increased, and the time from the maximal growth rate to the population saturation was decreased. Because growth is thought to be controlled by metabolic reactions, the global biochemical reactions achieved the highest efficacy more slowly and shut down more rapidly. These findings implied that the deleted sequences participated in metabolic efficiency in a dose-dependent manner. Hence, the qualities of life processes (e.g. growth fitness, metabolic activity) are associated with the quantity of genetic material (i.e. genomic length). Figure 4Rescaled timing of the maximal growth rate. The time required for the cell populations to achieve the best growth performance was calculated following the rescaling. Box plots represent every 11 to 30 repeated measurements for each condition. Panels from top to bottom represent growth in LB, MAA and M63, respectively. The genomes (Strain No.) from Nos. 0 to 28 are indicated in order from the top to bottom in each panel. Spearman's rank correlation coefficients between the mean timing and the length of accumulated deletions are indicated along with the statistical significance.

3.5 Growth prediction verified that genome reduction is the main factor underlying decreased growth {#SEC3.5}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To determine the main factors involved in the growth decrease, growth prediction by multiple regression analysis was performed, in which five parameters were used:, the length of accumulated deletions (*L~d~*), the population size (*K*), the culture media (*M*), the timing of growth maximal (*τ*) and the *ori-dif* angle (*θ*), a newly introduced parameter representing the symmetry in genome replication from *ori* to *dif* ([Supplementary Fig. S6](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). Multiple deletions might disturb the symmetry of genome replication and cause growth changes. To avoid over regression, model selection among the five predictors (*L~d~*, *K*, *M*, *τ*, *θ*) according to Akaike Information Criteria[@dsw035-B35] was applied. The results showed that the most efficient regression (adjusted *R*^2^, 0.9818) was achieved by choosing *L~d~*, *M* and *θ* ([Supplementary Table S3](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). Rejection of *K* and *τ* from the growth prediction suggested the multicollinearity among *K*, *τ* and *L~d~*, consistently with the previous discussion ([Equations 2∼5](#E2){ref-type="disp-formula"} and [Fig. 5](#dsw035-F5){ref-type="fig"}). Figure 5Multiple linear regression analysis of growth rate. Best prediction model of the growth rate (h ^−^ ^1^, *y*-axis) with the length of accumulated deletions (Kb, *x*-axis), the asymmetric angle (°, *z*-axis) and the growth media (LB, MAA and M63) is presented. Colour planes and spheres represent the predicted and the experimental values, respectively. Residuals between the predicted and the experimental values are represented by the lines from spheres to the corresponding plane.

Thus, the best regression for global effect on cell growth was defined as follows ([Equation 6](#E6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). $$r = ( - 2.00e - 4)L_{d} + 0.005\theta + \left\{ \begin{array}{l}
{1.741,\begin{array}{lll}
 & & \\
\end{array}M = "LB"} \\
{1.741 - 0.809,M = "MAA"} \\
{1.741 - 1.158,M = "M63"} \\
\end{array} \right.$$

The predicted growth rates were similar to those acquired experimentally ([Fig. 4](#dsw035-F4){ref-type="fig"}). Notably, the additional introduction of the angle to the regression model improved the prediction accuracy ([Supplementary Table S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). However, the direct comparison between the angle and growth changes did not detect any significant correlation (*P*\> 0.1, [Supplementary Fig. S6](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). The slight but positive contribution of *θ* to *r* appeared to increase the prediction accuracy. Thus, the deterministic factors for growth fitness included genome reduction and growth conditions. Although the mechanism of the predictable growth changes was unclear and the theoretical relation might be strain- or reduction-mode-dependent, the present findings reveal a novel quantitative principle involved in the bacterial genome as a propagating machine.

3.6 *A hypothesis connecting genome reduction with growth changes* {#SEC3.6}
------------------------------------------------------------------

Given that there are dispensable regions in bacterial genomes, harbouring the accessory genes involved in genome evolution,[@dsw035-B41]^,^[@dsw035-B42] we propose a hypothesis to explain the correlation between accumulative genomic reduction and gradual growth changes, particularly in severe environments ([Fig. 6](#dsw035-F6){ref-type="fig"}A). First, the length-dependent changes may be explained by considering genome evolution as a molecular clock.[@dsw035-B43] Genome evolution should promote an enlarged genome size by incorporating non-essential accessory genes (e.g. horizontal gene transfer, HGT),[@dsw035-B44]^,^[@dsw035-B45] which might be disadvantageous for the growth fitness, given the additional cost for the replication and expression of the newly acquired sequences. Nevertheless, the evolutionary selection on genomic sequences was based on growth fitness. The enlarged genome size was subsequently optimized (e.g. mutagenesis) to generate novel genetic interactions for beneficial cooperation from the new sequences (i.e. accessory genes) to achieve the growth recovery (fitness increase). Thus, the wild type genome was the evolutionary consequence representing a balance between the additional cost and the novel cooperation, as well as a balanced distribution of accessory genes in genome. Given that genomic sequence elongation correlates with the evolutionary period (clock), the deletion-length dependent fitness decrease is reasonable. Second, multiple deletions of the evolved genomic sequence in the laboratory clearly disturbed the cooperative accessory networks formed during evolution, thus leading to decreased fitness regardless of the remaining growing capacity. Additional steps for sequence optimization or complete systematic reduction of accessory networks was required to retain the growth fitness of the small genome, thus potentially explaining why the reduced genome MDS42 grew as fast as the wild type genome did in minimal medium.[@dsw035-B12]^,^[@dsw035-B22]^,^[@dsw035-B33] Because MDS42 exhibited a fixed periodicity for efficient growth in the transcriptome[@dsw035-B33] and the sequence differences from the MG1655 counterpart ranging from single nucleotide substitutions to complete deletions,[@dsw035-B46] we assumed that either a successful systematic loss of accessory networks or the sequence optimization owing to the serial transfer was achieved. Figure 6Hypothesis for genome reduction-correlated growth changes. (A) Perspective of genome size. Left and right flowcharts illustrate the processes of genome evolution and genome reduction, respectively. Upward and downward bold arrows indicate the increased and decreased changes in growth fitness, respectively. A detailed explanation is provided in the main text. (B) Correlation between the growth rate and the number of deleted genes. The deleted genes were clustered according to the gene categories. Statistical significance of the correlation coefficients between the growth rates and the numbers of deleted genes in each gene categories is presented as a heat map with a logarithmic scale. The progression from dark to light represents the significance from high to low, and the white colour represents no significance. M63, MAA and LB indicate the growth media. Gene categories are noted in both full names and abbreviations.

A supportive line of evidence was that the gene function correlation analysis did not detect any single gene category that was specifically responsible for the changes in population growth ([Fig. 6](#dsw035-F6){ref-type="fig"}B). We analysed whether any gene categories specifically contributed to the decrease in growth rate. The gene categories comprising \>10 deleted genes in strain No. 28 (independent of the significance evaluated in [Supplementary Fig. S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)) were subjected to the evaluation. The correlations between the decreasing growth rates from strain No. 1 to 28 ([Fig. 2](#dsw035-F2){ref-type="fig"}A) and the increasing numbers of deleted genes in each gene categories ([Supplementary Table S1](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1), 14 out of 23 gene categories) were evaluated. High significance (*P*\< 0.001) was detected in all 14 gene categories under the conditions of M63 and LB, thus indicating that all gene categories contributed to the growth decrease in both rich and poor nutritional conditions. The addition of 20 amino acids (MAA) decreased the significance of such correlation, thus suggesting that these amino acids compensated for the loss of the genes broadly classified in not only the central gene categories of Enzyme (e), Structural component (s), and Regulator (r), but also the accessory gene categories of Unknown function (o), Phage/IS (h), Pseudogenes (su) and predicted functions (pf, pr). Although a single accessory gene might have an undetectable contribution to the growth (∼0.03--0.001%), a cluster of these genes might reach a quantitatively predictive level regardless of the variation in gene categories and/or functional mechanisms. Note that other gene function analyses failed to acquire any significant correlated contribution, which was largely due to the missing functional assignment of the deleted accessory genes ([Supplementary Table S2](http://dnaresearch.oxfordjournals.org/lookup/suppl/doi:10.1093/dnares/dsw035/-/DC1)). The broad but not specific correlations between the gene category and the growth rate not only explained the finding of that the growth rate could be predicted on the basis of the accumulatively deleted length alone but also supported the assumption in which evolutionary sequence optimization can build the functional interactions involving accessory genes and thus result in increased fitness.

In summary, the accumulative loss of dispensable genomic sequences contributes to bacterial growth in a dose-dependent manner, significantly in poor conditions. The data sets and the theoretical underpinnings suggest a quantitative linkage between genomic sequences and growth fitness and should be valuable in understanding genome evolution and constructing the desired genome for a growing system.
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